Member Publication Discounts

**Brookings Institution**
20% off any full-price book. Use code KWAC at checkout.

**The Economist**
$12 for 12-week introductory offer, after which WACA members receive a 10% discount on annual subscriptions. Follow this dedicated [link](#).

**Foreign Affairs**
$28 per year for Foreign Affairs Plus (includes digital and print editions) or $22 per year for digital or print subscriptions (30% off regular subscription price)
Follow this dedicated [link](#).

**The Foreign Service Journal**
$30 per year (40% off regular subscription price) for all issues, which are available in digital and print. Fill out this dedicated [link](#), and be sure to include “WACA” at the end of your name.

**Harper’s Magazine**
$10.50 per year for 12 issues (38% off regular subscription price)
Call 1-800-444-4653 and use reference code J12WACA.

**The New Yorker**
$69.99 per year for 47 issues
Call 1-800-444-7570, mention WACA and use discount code M6CPRWACL

**PRISM**
Since 2014, WACA has made PRISM, the journal of complex operations published at National Defense University, available to Councils and their members. PRISM is a public service – to request your journal of complex operations, please contact the PRISM editorial staff at prism@ndu.edu. Please include your preferred mailing address and desired copy count in your message. PRISM is also available online.

**Stratfor Worldview**
$99 for one-year subscription, or $19 for a monthly subscription
Follow this [link](#) to redeem your subscription.
1918 Society Members receive Stratfor Worldview for free.